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INPTRA Regulatory Effectiveness through Evidence and Innovation
MISSION

- The mission of INPTRA is to promote and contribute to the continuous development of leading regulatory practice through education, information sharing and other collaborative activities with key stakeholders worldwide.

VISION

- To be recognized as the leading international authority on excellence in physiotherapy regulation, ensuring safe and competent practice.
WHAT HAS INPTRA ACCOMPLISHED SINCE 2017?
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING BETWEEN WCPT AND INPTRA
INPTRA and WCPT recognise that:

- the evolution of physical therapy is dependent on having appropriate levels of professional regulation
- advancements of the profession should always be balanced against protection of the public.
- Greater understanding of best practice regulation will support the development of the physical therapy profession internationally
- The physical therapy profession works in a globalized world and facilitating greater workforce mobility is key to delivery better health outcomes
WCPT/INPTRA MOU
PRINCIPLES

INPTRA and WCPT

- Recognize the independence of their respective organizations to develop and advocate policies relevant to their membership
- Support greater communication between the leadership of each organization
- Will diligently proceed in good faith and make reasonable efforts and cooperate with each other, to achieve the activities set out in this document.
WCPT/INPTRA MOU ACTIVITIES

- INPTRA agrees to lead efforts to develop and disseminate a “white paper” relating to the global practice and regulation of providing telehealth physical therapy rehabilitation services.
- WCPT agrees to include the INPTRA perspective in work being developed on the physical therapy assistant’s workforce and advance physical therapy practice.
To be recognized as the leading international authority on excellence in physiotherapy regulation, ensuring safe and competent practice

**Stakeholder value**
Continuously develop valued services and resources for the INPTRA community.

**Governance/financial**
Effective governance, sustainable leadership, and fiscal management.

**Evidence-informed regulation**
Continue to build the evidence base for effective health professions regulation and encourage translation into action.

**People**
Continue to build the INPTRA community: establishing relationships, supporting collaboration and promoting inclusiveness.
ORGANIZATIONAL STABILITY AND SUSTAINABILITY
ORGANIZATIONAL STABILITY AND SUSTAINABILITY

- Membership Growth
- Conference Growth
- Focus on Governance
- Resource Growth
- Increased Volunteer Participation
- Financial Stability
WEBINARS SINCE INPTRA 2017

- 10/05/2017 - The Harm Reduction Journey – How ESA exceeded safety goals by adopting and implementing a harms reduction approach
- 12/05/2017 - Sanctions, Discipline, or Remediation – Does your board use a hammer or give a hand?
- 03/29/2018 - Accreditation Around the Globe
- 06/05/2018 - Accreditation and Global Mobility – What can we learn from physiotherapy and other professions about accreditation, regulation and global mobility?
- 12/12/2018 - Regulation of Assistive Personnel Around the Globe
- 04/04/2019 – Physical Therapist Assistants: To Regulate or Not To Regulate for Better Public Protection – That is the Question. Plus, Lessons Learned from Quebec’s Regulation of Physiotherapy Technologists

- Presenters from Australia, Canada, New Zealand, Singapore, South Africa, United Kingdom, United States of America

Regulatory Effectiveness through Evidence and Innovation
CREATING A FOUNDATION FOR INTERNATIONAL REGULATORY DIALOGUE IN PHYSIOTHERAPY

The history of the International Network of Physical Therapy Regulatory Authorities (INPTRA)
WE WANT TO HEAR FROM YOU

- Complete the Evaluations in the registration packet
- Tell us what your greatest concerns and opportunities are around regulation
- Tell us what more INPTRA can do to benefit you
- Volunteer to serve on an INPTRA committee
- Volunteer to speak at a future INPTRA meeting
- If attending WCPT:
  - Speak with others regarding the benefits of joint collaboration and a continuing partnership between WCPT and INPTRA
  - Encourage your countries, jurisdictions, organizations and individuals to join INPTRA
PLEASE COMPLETE THE EVALUATIONS IN YOUR PACKET

- Program Day 1
- Feedback Survey for the Board of Directors